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Candymarie Nevin(12-26-1986)
 
I'm 29 I use to attend Lincoln University which it was a new experience for me. I
was going to college with my best friend, Scarlet. I have long, Red curly hair and
I have blue eyes. I'm in perfect shape I was a swimmer in high school and I'm a
very friendly and out going person i write peoms and short stories.
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A Simple Smile
 
Everytime you look at me you see nothing but a simple smile
 
 
My smile hides all the pain i feel deep inside
 
 
My smile is a simple cover up to show people its going to be alright
 
But when there nobody is around me that smile turns into a frown and my pain
comes out
 
 
With each day that passes that smile you see changed into so much pain and
suffering behind a chamber
 
 
As i fall farther into this dark cold world of depression all you see is my simple
smile
 
 
As i pretend that everything is normal with that simple smile that hides pain so
very will
 
 
As i cry late at night hopeing nobody can hear my cries
 
 
As i simply smile and pretend to be joyfulness  and happy my smile hides a deep
secret of pain
 
 
As i walk by i flashing a smile at everybody as my soul disappear into that cold
dark place
 
 
As my soul disappears into this dark place of depression and sadness
 
All my friends and family see a simple smile that lasted forever but only if they
knew that deep inside me i was hurting.
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Candymarie Nevin
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Alone And Lost
 
As I sit here in my own world trying to figure out
where in belong
 
As I watch everybody life's past by as mine stands still
 
Facing  that everybody has a place to call home but all I have is emptyness
 
Wishing I knew where I belong so lost and unsure of who I'm
 
Trying to find the path that makes me someone and not invisible
 
Wondering where I belong and if I deserve happiness or just sadness
 
As i close my eyes and let my mind wonder into my head trying to find my path
 
Sometimes I feel like I will always be forgotten no matter where I maybe
 
Knowing that all my paths have come to this world of lonelyness
 
Facing time tell one day I'll be someone special and not a empty shell that is
forgotten.                       
                                                    Dated: 09/08/16
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Black Sheep
 
Every time you look at me you see nothing but a out cast
 
When I need help I'm invisable  to your eye like no other
 
When i speak you play no attendion  to me
 
As time flys by I become a tiny speck to your eye
 
I'm nothing but a black sheep to this world
 
I try to move up but all you do is shoot me down
 
I tried to justified myself to you but you deleted me from your eye sight
 
I do my best but you just mark me as a out casted
 
I fiend for you to noticed me but all you do is label me as a black sheep
 
I'm tired of all these label you put on people to make yourself feel better about
yourself.
 
Just relized this i maybe a black sheep to your eye but once i am gone you will
regret the way you treated me
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Cutting All The Ties
 
It time for me to become someone
no more letting people drag me down
Time for me to dropp all commuication with people who don't matter to me
Time for me become the woman i can become and leave
all my mistake behind
No more letting people run all over and treat me like crap.
I'm ready to settle down and have the life i deserve by cutting all the ties
Time to move forward and not go backwards
I have to let go of all my mistake i have made in past and forget all that deserve
to be forgotten.
My time as come to become a adult no more letting people put me down  and
hurt like they intend to do.
My voice will be heard just wait your turn
If your holding me back you will be forgotten so remember that.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Endless Fears
 
As I remember all those promises you seem to tell
 
Wondering why you can't look passed those fears that linger
 
Knowing time will only tell before the truth is reveled
 
Looking at you in disgust because you're back to your old ways
 
Wanting you to see what you have right in front of you
 
Before you lose it someone who will not judge you
 
You for who you really are as you promised me that your
 
Going to be there for me no matter what
 
But in relatively your nothing but someone who lost
 
As I try to look passed everything you once promised
 
Knowing your lost in this world that you created on your own
 
Facing all those demons that you addiction created by taking over you
 
All you're promised you once said doesn't matter anymore
 
Because I see clearly now your addiction has taken control of you
 
Knowning I lost you to this addiction you once conquered
 
                                                   Dated: 05/05/16
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Fears
 
Everybody has fears to overcome that just the way of life
 
 
People could try to burrie those fear deep upon there soul, But sooner or later
those fears will take over who there are
 
 
If nobody had fears then they wouldn't be able to be driffrent they would be like
everybody else
 
 
Fears hold the key every human being soul because everybody had some sort of
fear to overcome
 
 
Even if it just little one you have to overcome it are you will never be happy
because that fear will always  linger upon your soul
 
 
Fears make everybody uquire but extortary and makes everybody one of kind
 
 
Fears come in many formats but only you could understand those fears that
linger upon your soul
 
 
Fears are the way of life making us try harder and prove that we could do it
 
 
Fears will either break you are make you it all depends on what you desire and
how you could overcome them
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Fighting  For Our Rights
 
As we walk the streets people seem to judge who we
 
As we live are love life in secret because of are fears
 
As time comes when we have to face are fears of being judged
 
No more hiding are true selfs because of who we are
 
 
As we live this secret life wanting to be judged upon who we are and not what we
are
 
 
Facing people as they label us upon what they see and not what they know
 
 
As they consider us as sinners because of are sexuality without evening know
who we really are
 
 
As the day comes closer for us to speak up and show them we not afraid
anymore
 
As we take the first step to come out of the closet and show them we are just as
normal as they are
 
To prove them that we are people and should not be shoved aside because of our
sexuality
 
As we take the leap into the fire to speak out for the ones who are afraid of being
judged because of there life style.
                                    
As we let our sexuality stand and fight for the right to be free wirhout judgment
 
	                        dated: 2/3/13
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Love Is Blind
 
Love is my world but my heart is dark and cold
 
Feeling so helpless feeling like my dreams have been crushed
 
As i look back and think where did i go wrong
 
Feeling so empty feeling so lost feeling like my world has come to a stop
 
As i watch all my feeling disappear into the darkness as i let go of everything i
once felt
 
feeling like my love has turned cold and heartless without a glow of hope
 
As i blind fold myself from the love I once felt as it shield me from
disappointment i felt deep inside
 
Wishing how could i ever love again as I look at you and say goodbye
 
Feeling so empty trying to erase all this pain that lingers deep upon my heart
 
Feeling miserable trying to find that love I once felt as it disappear into the night
once again
 
Wishing I could fell that love and devotion I once felt
 
                         BY: CANDYMARIE NEVIN
                          DATED: 04/09/15
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Mirrors
 
Have you ever wonder if there a whole another world beyond those mirrors every
time you look in the mirror that question always seems to go through my mind
 
Even through that world is the opposite of our world what if on the other side
hold the secret of everything that doesnt make since from relatively
 
unknowing what lays beyond the glass you call a mirror as you stare into those
mirrors
 
can someone be watching you from behind those glass windows called your
mirror nobody knowa what  lays beyond that parallel universe
 
wondering if you crossed into this mirror if things would be different.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Motherly Love
 
Motherly love
You walked into my life to chance of loving me
 
No matter what I did you stood by me like a mother should
 
As I cry late at night you held me close to your heart
 
When I need a mother you
never turn me away
 
Even when I made wrong decision you stood by my side loving me uncontionall
 
As I walked in and out your life you never once judge me for whom I became
 
As you stood there watching me from far and wide you knew I'll be alright
 
When I needed a friend you were their with open arms
 
When I need a role model you stood there ready to show  me
 
As I grew up you pushed me to the limited to become my own
 
As I  look back and think I'm glad to have someone like you in my life. 
 
         By candymarie nevin
 
Candymarie Nevin
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My Shiney Star
 
You are the best thing that ever happen to you mom
 
you light the path to my heart with your smile
 
You brought you mom to relative when you were born into this world
 
you are your mom pride and joy and my shiny star
 
You are an angel that guided your mom in the right path
 
You are my shiny that bring joy in my life
 
You are my shiny star that just takes my breath away
 
You are the most beautiful and elegant star  that shines so bright
 
When I held you in my arms for the very first time I knew i loved you
 
You are the greatest gift that a aunt could ask for, You are a one of kind that
stole my love
 
Your my niece the one I treasure and who i love dearly
 
You are my shiny star that brings joy to my life when your near.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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One Love
 
When I look at you I see our love has fallen
 
As I watch our love turn cold as ice
 
Feeling so helpless like i'm about loose my one love
 
As I watch you slip away without warning because our love has fallen
 
I watch you look and yearning for another when I thought I was the one
 
Knowing that I lost you to another feeling so alone and afraid of my next move
 
As I watch everything we once build falls into the darkness with no return as I
loose my one love 
 
My hearts breaks and I loose all meaning of love and devotion as I watch my one
love disappear into the night.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Saying Goodbye
 
As i look into your brown eyes and say goodbye to all the time we shared
 
no misery, no more angry, no more sorrow just pain thats control over my heart
 
As i slowly watch myself give up on everything i once believed in and desirer
these feeling of emptyness and confusing takes over
 
facing reality that our love has faded without a doubt  hopeing we still have a
chance
 
as i watch you choose the path that you desirer hopeing our love has a fighting
chance
 
it time for me to say goodbye and hopeing our love finds it way back into my
heart
 
you once were everything i desirer now your a just a memory 
that always seems to playback hopeing everything will  be alright hopeing are
love can return
 
now i see clearly as i was blind folded by the one thing I desirer the most
 
now its gone no were to turn but let it be and see how far our love can go
 
i once believed our love can conquer the world now im not so sure were your
heart lays
 
the loved we shared has been hurt in so many ways wondering if it will ever be
true again
 
now i must let you live your life hopeing we will met again.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Second Chance
 
As you take that one step at a time to conquer that addiction
 
Feeling so lost and unaware and unknowning
 
What will happen next  as I look pasted all the depreciation you seem to tell
 
As I watched you battle this sickness I see you changed
 
 
 
Not knowing what to expected but I see clearly now
 
After all those mistakes you made it becomes something to treasure
 
When I look at you I see someone who I couldn't count on
 
As I look closer I see someone who looks at me like someone special.
       
                                                      05/16/16
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Some Where I Belong
 
As each days that passes i wonder where i belong
 
I see everybody living there life without a question in the world,
 
Just watching everybody pass me by trying to figure where i belong trying to see
my life in somebody else eyes
 
Questioning who I'm wondering if one day i will belong in this world trying to
figure out the person i become without warning
 
Trying to live this life one day at a time searching for that chance to belong
somewhere
 
Always questioning the choices i made i made down the path of unknowing
where i belong
 
Trying to fit in with this world that makes  no sense  in relative
as i face the facts i will always be outcast no matter where i go
 
I'm just a outcast searching for the answer but it never seems to come its just a
empty question  that always lingers upon my thoughts
 
Wishing that somebody will notice me without a doubt A I try to search for the
answer to this puzzle called life.
 
                          DATED: 06/18/12
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Stars
 
Stars are like diamonds they sparkle with so much beauty
 
Can stars be the eyes of angels watching over us
 
Nobody knows what lays beyond the path of the stars
 
Stars can be many things but yet it's a mystery  to us
 
Stars have many shapes and many forms, some are bright some or dim it all
depends
 
Stars shine so bright upon are night skies  they are just so elegant
 
Have you ever wonder what stars really are
 
Everybody says they are just a ball of gas that linger upon  are dark skies
 
Nobody really knows what  the stars true forms is
 
Stars twinkle with much beauty that just take your breath away
 
Their are nights you could barely see them, but other nights they just light up
the night sky which such beauty
 
Dated: 2-19-09
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Tears Of Unforgiving
 
You lie to me making me  believe you changed but now i see you haven't
 
 
With every  tear that falls sightly upon my cheeks my angry grow
 
 
As you try to put a blind fold over my blue eyes i see  that your the same
 
 
With every chance  I gave you turn around and made me  believe the lie you
seem to tell
 
 
Wishing you could feel these tears of unforgiving as you leave me with the pain
you left behind because of your lies
 
 
My love grows faint because of  all the hurtful pain you leave behind for me
because of your lies you told
 
 
With all your broken promises  you seem to tell  i see now your not strong
enough to keep them
 
 
With all those innocent kisses make me believe other wise
 
 
When you tell me one thing and you do another
 
 
My heart breaks with all those white lies you seem to tell
 
 
As i try my hardest to help you, I see now you can't be help unless you do it on
your own.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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That Moment In Time
 
Storms can be spectacle event that is the best moment in time
 
Sometimes storms can be the most devastated moment of someone  life
 
storms can be dangerous and scary but at the same time it could destroys
something in a blink of an eye
 
nobody knows when that moment suddenly stricks without knowing 
 
everything you once knew becomes dust without warning
 
Those scary moment as you slowly watch everything you once knew becomes a
distance memory
 
As those endless nights of enjoying something so beautiful turns into a
nightmare
 
slowly watching the storms erase everything you once knew as your life
 
Take a trastic changed into a new begin.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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These Feelings
 
Feeling so lost trying to figure my next move
 
Feeling like i'm in the wrong because of all these things
 
Feeling like everything I do is wrong  feeling like i don't matter anymore
 
As my eyes feel with these endless tears called pain
 
As I try to move forward trying to get passed all mixed feelings that overwhelm
me
 
Feeling so helpless feeling like my heart could explored any minute because of
these feelings
 
As i loose my hopes and dreams trying to figure my path and where i belong
 
Trying to see between the silver line as i take the next step before i let go of
everything i once knew
 
As i let go of my whole world as the dark eats me alive as  the last tear  rolls
down my cheek as the dark  consumes me.
 
                         by: candymarie nevin
                          Dated: 11/30/2015
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Use To Know
 
Day after day you think you know someone  and they turn out to be  fake
 
You give all the love you have to give and the person you once knew becomes a
distance memory
 
That wish to be forgotten that love you once felt becomes this empty shell
 
That once was filled with so much love and devotion slowly turns into pain and
suffering
 
With out a doubt you think you know someone and it turns your life upside down
without warning
 
Feeling confused over you because i thought i knew you now i see everything so
clearly now
 
wondering why me after i gave you the world.
 
05/20/2012
 
Candymarie Nevin
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What Is Addiction
 
Addiction is another format of obession they think they need it but they really
don't
 
It like a dirty habit  you keep on feing for it when you really don't need it
 
Sometime addiction take over who you are making you want it more and more
 
What are addition  if you really think about it nothing  but dirty habit
 
People let there addiction take over who there are and change them into
something there not
 
Addiction is like a outbreak that will never go away and it destorys all that in it
path
 
Are addiction the fact of life that keeps people obessing over it and never stops
 
Addiction has many obilgation that begins attacking who you are
 
addiction have many ways of controling people lifes and little by little it destory
who they are
 
Life isn't a piece of cake everybody has many fixation to overcome
 
Some people can control there addiction but some people just can't contain there
addiction it just destorys who there are
 
Addiction is like abuse it never stop it just keeps happening
 
Addiction makes people become careless to others and begins hurting the one
close to them
 
Addiction could never be conquer unless they are willing to help there self.
 
 
Dated: 02-17-09
 
Candymarie Nevin
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What Is Ageing
 
You are born to a loving home and family with open arms
 
 
As you begin this new life as a baby everything seems so exciting and new
 
As you take your first step into reality as you  become a child
 
Your heart is pure as gold searching for were you belong
 
seeking your dreams finding your place were your heart desires
 
Not afriad of anything just wanting  to find your path to who you are
 
As you become a  teenager you start learning  about new things
 
As you drift off into this world called teenage life everything seems to make you
wonder who you are
 
You start learning about these feeling that you never understood until now
 
As you reach the stage of adulthood you start noticing new things that you never
knew existed
 
As everything seems to make since now that you lived the journey called life now
just live it up and  find yourself.
 
                                       dated: 2/1/09
 
Candymarie Nevin
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What Is Illusion
 
Nobody knows what is real and what is fake until its to late to save yourself
 
As time unwinds you never know  what lays beyond that illusion you seem to
created in your mind
 
people seem to believe this world that they  created without knowning
 
Your mind is giving you mixed signals  making this delusion seems realistic
 
AS you slowly watched this vision you created transform into something
unexpected
 
In reality it nothing but a figment of your imagination that seems foreal
 
As you take this journey into this world your mind created
 
Your body and soul  becomes  one with yourself
 
Now everything becomes clear to who you are.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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What Is Imagination
 
When you fall asleep  you enter this world called imagination
 
Have you ever wonder what lives beyond that path called imagination
 
It is a world your mind created unleashing your fantasy that become a dream
 
Sometimes your imagination plays tricks on you making your think your dreams
are reality
 
A dream can appear in many formats  sometimes it is your idealistic world  you
wish to live 
 
As you fall fast asleep a whole another denomination that your mind created so
you could escaped to
 
Imagination has so many faces sometimes you could never know if it real or just
a dream
 
Imagination is the key to the world  your heart desires.
 
 
 
Dated; 2-16-09
 
Candymarie Nevin
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Who You Are
 
As you watch your life flash before your eyes Unknowing who you are  As years
come and go you see your friends live there life.
 
Unknowing what path you should take and and if it is the right one nobody can
see the future only learn from it
 
That question always seems to make you wonder who you are  just point you the
right way Your life ia only  what make it out to be.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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You And Me
 
Kiss me  kiss me make my soul become pure as i show you my love and devotion
like no another
As i stare into those innocent eyes turning into something more than we could
ever image
As i give you the all the passion and love you derserve making ever minute last
forever
No more pain no more misery holding me back just the warmth of you and me
When i hold you close to my heart a feeling that I never knew existed until i
layed eyes on you
With every kiss brings me that feeling of knowing that we belong together
with every kiss you lay upon my lips ends with that special moment of you and
me
As the love of you and me take over my heart  as we kiss for the very last time.
 
Candymarie Nevin
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You Were There
 
when i need a friend to talk to you always seem to find me
 
As you watched me grow up you always been a mother figure to
 
All those nights i lived in fear and guilt,  You  kept your heart open to me
 
All those hurtful memories that never left my side you watched me overcome
them
 
All the nights i cried in my sleep you wiped my tears away and hrlf me close
 
living my life with so many frighten moments you still were there as a friend
 
when i closed everyone out you brought me back to  without a doubt
 
when i need a mother figure in my life you were there with open
 
All those kisses you pressed upon my forehead i learned to love as a mom
 
when i was losted abd couldn't find my way you guided me to safety
 
when i had nowhere to turn you lead me straight into your heart
 
All the memories we shared as you watched me grow into a young woman
 
without your love and support i wouldn't be the woman i am today
 
You maybe just a friend to many people in my eyes you are a mother i never had
 
I'm glad that you were part of my life and i couldn't ask for anything
 
 
                                                  Dated: 2/2/09
 
Candymarie Nevin
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